confidence, process and structure in sales

We help traditional business
beat sales targets by showing
how your buyers are buying...
...and it’s not how sellers
are selling

What is core?
core is ideal for traditional businesses that recognise their customers’ buying habits have changed
but their sales approach hasn’t, with sales and marketing teams of five or more.
Our core sales training can be enjoyed live in a room or through our Online Live delivery. Whichever
method of delivery you choose, you can be sure you will leave with a well-rounded and applicable understanding of
•
The customer
•
The sales process
•
Maximising lifetime value and existing customer relationships
•
Joining up buying and selling
•
Pre and post meeting and call planning
•
Social media and social selling
Supported by our superb workbooks, learners will gain first-hand experience of
building and adapting a sales plan for the modern working environment.
We help traditional businesses beat sales targets by showing that the way their buyers are
buying is not how their sellers are selling.

Funding is available for businesses within the Sheffield City Region.
Visit our website for more information.
www.plangrowdo.com
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PHASE 1:

HELPING YOUR CUSTOMERS BUY
Time to get a plan, Dan!
Dan has been in sales since he left school at sixteen. He’s seen
traditional sales techniques and technologies adapt over the years,
but has always been able to rely on his black book, his habits and
blind faith that his targets will be met by the end of the quarter - he’ll
always get one over the line if he needs to.

Sales professionals need to
recognise how they can become
more relevant earlier in the
buyers’ journey

He says he is open minded to change, recognising that change is
vital in order to keep pace with the demands of his job. He sees his
customers as being anyone in a relevant sector. Dan believes that
sales are relationship based, and that price is the reason he loses
business.

57%

He was busy until February 2020, after which the Covid-19
pandemic severely affected his sales activity.
Now he is worried, and thinking, “what do I do now?”, “how do I
keep pace with this?”, “I can’t ask the boss”, and “it’s someone
else’s fault”.
Dan has found that his targets have increased, along with the
pressure from his business to deliver, but his customers seem
to have disappeared.
Unfortunately, his “hand me down habits” learned
from previous and current sales colleagues, are
not as effective now as they were. He believes that
digital relationships are false, and thinks we are
just “on pause” until we go back to how we used
to do things.
Dan desperately needs to modernise his sales
plan. He needs to know who, how and why
the best customers would work with him, and
package this up in a sales process that keeps
him in control and accountable in a modern
sales world.
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of a buyers decision is
made before they
invite you

90%

of every decision
starts online

78%

of buyers expect a
personal experience

“Excellent training program,
extremely relevant to the
modern sales environment”
Paul Wood – National Sales Manager – Fuchs UK

PHASE 2:

JOINING UP BUYING AND SELLING
Time for Dan to maximise his sales potential
Dan realises he needs to build a rock solid growth strategy that will
help him deliver the growth expected and connect him with more
of his ideal Prospects that will ultimately become Customers, in a
more effective and targeted way.
Growth seems an easy and logical step. Dan has a great brand,
great products and is a great Seller. So why is it getting tougher
and tougher to meet his sales targets?
Dan has worked out that his customers have more choice, more
channels and more information than ever before, and if he is not
very specific and careful creating a growth plan to meet and sell
to his ideal client, he will be behind his competition.

Sell how your buyer likes to buy,
not how you like to sell

Generate

%

32

higher revenue

Dan knows traditional approaches to sales just don’t cut it in this
busy buyer-centric environment and he needs to adapt to survive.
Grow the value of a sale and grow sales!

Retain

%

36

more customers

Achieve

%

38

higher win rates
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“The training was informative,
useful and a twist on traditional
sales, leaping into a new way of
delivering your sales message
to the customer”
Nathan French – Director Street Lighting – ASD Lighting Plc

PHASE 3:

MODERNISING YOUR SALES TOOLKIT
Time for Dan to take action!
Dan now knows it all starts with the who, how and why of his sales
process and sales plan. He also knows that joining up buying and
selling helps him maximise value from existing customers, by
building a base for future new business based on feedback and
reviews.
Importantly, Dan now knows that his customers’ behaviour doesn’t
change, but his selling behaviour might.
Now Dan is looking for a modern tool kit that supports his
modernised sales approach. If his customer is active online earlier
in the buying journey, it makes sense to update his sales toolkit to
match this journey, and to stay aligned with the buyer.
Traditional tools absolutely still have a place in Dan’s world, but
by introducing more modern elements to his skillset he is futureproofing his behaviour and enabling himself to have more
meaningful conversations at an earlier stage with better sales
outcomes.
Let’s see how Dan can improve his sales actions to keep himself
accountable, proactive and responsible for his own sales success!

Set your team up for success

92%

of your customers want
to engage with you
on social media

Millennials are involved in

73%

of purchasing/buying
decisions

It takes

5-12

contacts to make a sale
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“The team felt invested in,
valued and more importantly
all left feeling empowered to
make a change to their usual
sales technique”
Louise Allen – Group Director of Business Development and Sales – NOCN

PLAN.
EFFECTIVE CUSTOMER PROFILING

THE CUSTOMER JOURNEY

It all starts with identifying who your ideal
customers are. Learn how to use customer
profiles to meet more of the customers you
want to do business with

Understand how your buyer buys, and learn
how to communicate more effectively with
them. Use their buying motivation and
connect to the emotions they experience
in your sales activity

KNOW. LIKE. TRUST
Within your market, ensure your ideal customer comes to YOU when they
are ready to buy. Define what you want to be known for and learn how to
use your repeatable statements to attract your ideal customers

DO.
SCHEDULE FOR SOCIAL
Effectively manage your time
and take control of your Social
Selling activities by using our
Social Media Scheduler

FINDING YOUR IDEAL
PROSPECT ON SOCIAL MEDIA
Leverage the power of social
platforms to strengthen your network
and to find and connect with the best
kind of potential customers

SOCIAL SELLING AND NETWORKING
Learn how Social Selling is part of the B2B sales toolkit. Explore how
LinkedIn profiles and networks matter when it comes to modern sales
prospecting activities

PRE- AND POST-CALL PLANNING

NETWORKING STRATEGIES

Learn how to build effective pre-call plans
using our WOPPA tool, increase your
sales success and capture key insights
from your sales meetings

Ensure you have an online and offline
networking plan that maximises your leading
voice position to generate relevant sales
opportunities

OBJECTION HANDLING
Recognise how sales objections are part of the sales process and how they should be used
positively to assist moving the sale forward
All content is copyright (C) Plan. Grow. Do. Ltd. 2021.

The Plan.Grow.Do. Core methodology
INTRODUCTION TO THE SALES FUNNEL

SALES FUNNEL TYPES

Time to learn all about SPANCOP, our B2B sales
funnel. Learn how it helps you quickly distinguish
where your potential customers are in their buying
journey

Here we show you what will happen
to your sales funnel if you are not
constantly using it to guide and
create sales opportunities

PRIORITISING SALES OPPORTUNITIES
Not all sales opportunities are the same, and we’ll provide you with a tool to
help you focus your time and effort to get the best sales results

GROW.
REVIEWS + FEEDBACK

REFERRAL

Learn how to guide future sales
growth and innovation by listening
to your customers

Build an effective sales referral
strategy so your existing
customers provide you with
high quality sales opportunities

REPEAT
Explore the untapped value in repeat business by building a systematic
approach that creates loyalty from your existing customers to range sell
and enjoy regular repeat business

CONTENT IN CONTEXT
Understand how your
content supports your
buyer’s buying journey
and keeps them in your
ecosystem by building a
highly effective holding
pattern

JOINING UP BUYING
AND SELLING
Time to connect your sales
process and your buyer’s
buying journey. Using the
4D’s you will learn how to
talk to your customers and
help them get ready to buy

BUILDING A
PROFESSIONAL
NETWORK ONLINE
Build a relevant, professional,
digital network that nurtures
meaningful relationships
with the right people to
create sales opportunities

The One Awards Quality Mark endorses high quality training activities.

CONTACT US

0114 349 9688

info@plangrowdo.com

www.plangrowdo.com

plan-grow-do

Funding is available for businesses within the Sheffield City Region
Scan the QR code for further details
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